
ENGINEERING THE FUTURE. 

TODAY.





Bunker water pressure test _ Sardinia, Italy



Bunker water pressure test _ Sardinia, Italy

Next-generation interblock interface with
on board emergency release and lock system
in case of power failure.
Sardinia, Italy



We believe that every business is unique, with individual needs and specific requirements.
Today, topics such as security and optimization of business processes, “business project management”, 
are of fundamental relevance in the industrial sector. Ensuring its workers the compliance with the exi-
sting regulations is the best calling card for every company, operating in any field, even towards custo-
mers, institutions and suppliers.

OUR EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE



We provide for the verification and creation of mechanical-structural protections in order to prevent 
accidents, damages or unpleasant injuries. We realize access control to allow the entry to certain risk areas 
or the use of machinery and construction lines to authorized personnel only.

DEVISING SECURITY FOR YOUR SYSTEMS

We believe that every business is unique, with individual needs and specific requirements.
Today, topics such as security and optimization of business processes, “business project management”, 
are of fundamental relevance in the industrial sector. Ensuring its workers the compliance with the exi-
sting regulations is the best calling card for every company, operating in any field, even towards custo-
mers, institutions and suppliers.

OUR EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE





Thanks to a staff of professionals composed of engineers, ballistic experts and 
designers, we are able to determine with ad hoc calculations and certified re-

ports, based on data obtained from the actual forces at work, what is really 
required to protect from any potential risk the different critical issues, imple-

ment and improve each pre-existing project, provide solutions for the adapta-
tion of existing systems, allowing a saving in terms of economy, production and 

organization.

THE TEAM



Setting goals is the first step in turning the invisible into the visible. We choose to always establi-
sh a clear and direct relationship with our clients in order to fully understand the real needs and 
structure the best solutions, offering any kind of support to companies. Our team designs and 
implements the most suitable protective modifications to the type of risk or processing, according 
to subjective criteria, handling relevant and important aspects without waste of any kind and diver-
sifying the projects with maximal care.

ANALYSIS
PROJECT

IMPLEMENTATION
Detail of the switchboard



Bunker cryogen test _ Belgium



Bunker oil pressure test
Emilia-Romagna, Italy

Bunker cryogen test _ Belgium





In recent years we have worked for several leading companies in different sectors, both in Italy and abroad, 
carrying out systematically and successfully any request, no matter how complex. We made for them com-
partments, aerial wells, passive barriers for test trials, protection of access to specific machineries and risk 
areas, always with the best technologies and cutting-edge solutions.

OUR CLIENTS



OUR CLIENTS
TRUFLO RONA BELGIUM
IMI REMOSA CAGLIARI
MARCEGAGLIA SPA
AGP AND PARTNERS SPA
SAN GOBAIN

PB CLERMONT BELGIUM
TRUFLO ITALIA 

COBRA ANTIFURTI
COLATA CONTINUA ITALIANA

SITAV ALTA VELOCITÀ

MARCEGAGLIA POLAND
ORTON PIACENZA

ACCIAIERIE VAL BRUNA
DOPPEL FARMACEUTICI 

UNIVERSITÀ DEGLI STUDI DI PAVIA
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